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ABSTRACT 

The paper refers on an original experimental activity oriented to correlate sound and internal forces generated in vio-
lins. In particular static and dynamic forces generated in the contacts between bridge and soundboard-playing instru-
ments belonging violins family are analysed respect to the generated sound. A classical violin has been instrumented 
with two force sensors, wireless interfaced to PC. Simultaneously acoustic acquisitions are detected. The violin is 
played following different techniques (pizzicato, vibrato) and applying several methods of attack with the bow (deta-
ché, martelé, collé, spiccato and legato). The experimental approach is described in the paper with reference to vio-
lins, but the method is been conceived to be applied to different stringed instruments, changing calibration: in particu-
lar it can be successfully applied to the whole family of bowed instruments. 

INTRODUCTION 

The role played by bridge in stringed instruments is well 
known: its geometry, stiffness and damping strongly influ-
ence the dynamic actions induced on the soundboard and 
consequently the acoustic behaviour of the instrument. In the 
case of violins the bridge transfers some of the energy of 
vibration of the string to the body of the violin, at frequencies 
where the ear is most sensitive. This is one of the reasons for 
the bright timbre of the violin. The action of the violin bridge 
is essential to the tone of the instrument. Its shape and func-
tion have been developed over centuries (Figure 1).  

 
Figure 1. Baroque, classic and modern bridges 

Underneath the treble side of the bridge (where the E string 
rests) is the sound post, which extends from the front to the 
back plate of the instrument. Since this side of the bridge 
rests on this post, it is essentially fixed and acts as a pivot for 
the rocking motion of the remainder of the bridge. It does, 
however, couple the sound energy from the top plate to the 
back plate of the instrument. 

The bridge supports the loads generated by the strings and its 
relative position with the soundboard and the nut defines the 
vibrating length of the strings. Through the bridge string 
vibrations reach the soundboard: its mechanical behaviour is 
one of the fundamental factors for a good sound performance 
of the instruments.  

The mechanical structure of the bridge must be able to sup-
port maximum forces without deformations. Its geometry 
changes with the evolution of the violin. The importance of 
the bridge shape and dimensions and of its dynamic response 
is proved by a wide theoretical studies developed by different 
authors in various periods.     

Dynamic forces at two feet essentially represent the main 
mechanical actions generated by the bridge: but force meas-
urement on contact between bridge feet and soundboard is 
very difficult to do in practice.  Specific experimentations 
have been developed involving both conventional and inno-
vative transducers placed between bridge and soundboard. 
The study is oriented to measure the dynamic force in or-
thogonal direction to the soundboard, being the prevalent 
force exchanged in contact bridge-soundboard. 

 
SENSORING AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

Measurement of forces under bridge takes part of a wider 
research activity devoted to the evaluation of the external 
forces and of the mutual forces exchanged between compo-
nents in a violin, taking into account possible relative mo-
tions and performing experimental methods. The basic idea is 
to develop measurement chains easy to be reproduced, low 
costing, in different environmental conditions, minimizing 
the intrusion of sensors and able to detect forces in specific 
points of the instrument also during the playing phases. 

Micro-load cells 

The preliminary experimental test has been implemented 
using micro load cylindrical cells (diameter 39 mm, thick 5 
mm) adjusted under the bridge (Figure 2). The thickness of 
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load cell produces a lifting of the bridge, modifying its rela-
tive position and, in particular, changing the string angles. In 
order to preserve these angles a modified bridge (height re-
duced bridge) must be used.  Signal is monitored in real time  

          

 

Figure 2. Micro load cell under the bridge 

The influence of different kinds of bridges and of different 
tilt angles of the string, characteristic for modern and baroque 
mounting, is in particular analyzed. To avoid variations of the 
tilt angle of the strings (due to the thickness of the trans-
ducer) an adjustable bridge is used. The violin is played with 
different musical techniques: in particular continuous notes 
(“tenute”) and ghost notes (“strappate”). Hereafter a com-
parison of results is reported: Figure 3 (a, b) collects the re-
sponse of the same modern violin equipped by gut strings and 
metallic strings and played on D4 continuous note. Load cell 
output voltage vs. time is reported:  

 

a) gut strings 

 

b) metallic strings 

Figure 3. Force vs. time: continuous note 

Acquisition frequency is 1 kHz. The force is practically con-
stant but the intensity is greater in presence of metallic strings 
(45,34 N instead of 39,5 N). Modifying the play technique 
(ghost note, “nota strappata”) the actual signal changes as 
shown in Figure 4, reporting the example of E note (metallic 
and gut string) (respectively up to 55,8 N for metallic and up 
to 46,5 N for gut strings). 

 

 

Figure 4. Force vs. time: E note on metallic (upper) and gut 
string (lower) 

 

The proposed approach is easy to be implemented but the 
significant disadvantage is related to the modified bridge. For 
these reasons more reliable solutions are searched and 
achieved. 

Thin-film micro-sensors 

An improved and enhanced approach of measurement of the 
experimental analysis involves innovative thin film force 
sensors (Figure 5). 

 

 

Figure 5. Thin film force sensors 

 

Sensors used are thin film tactile force sensors (Flexiforce, 
produced by Tekscan, Inc.). These extremely thin, less than 
0,1 mm, and their flexible grid-based device are advanta-
geous, allowing for minimally intrusive measurements, re-
sulting in the least disturbance to the true pressure pattern. 
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Each sensor consists on of a matrix of rows and columns of a 
semi-conductive material that changes its electrical resistance 
when force is applied to it. The dynamic response is very fast 
(< 5 µs) and the force ranges (from 0 to 440 N) cover the 
field interest.  This solution applied to violins allows the use 
of standard bridges, because the relative positions and incli-
nation of the string are not influenced by the presence of the 
sensors. A couple of sensors are interposed between bridge 
and soundboard, in order to detect the also the differential 
force under the inches. 

The proposed solution is cheaper, non intrusive and good 
repeatable. Sensing area consists on a circle of 9.3 mm of 
diameter. Sensors can be connected to PC through electronic 
interface: also wireless connection has been tested. One sen-
sor is placed under each bridge foot (Figure 6): foot surface is 
geometrically different to the sensing area. This problem has 
been solved implementing an original calibration procedure, 
as described hereafter. 

  

Figure 6. Thin film sensors assembled on a violin 

 

 

Figure 7. Ultra-thin sensor and electronics 

The force sensor used (FlexiForce A201, by Tekscan Inc. 
U.S.A.) is an ultra-thin, flexible printed circuit. It is con-
structed of two layers of substrate (polyester) film (Figure 7). 
On each layer, a conductive material (silver) is applied, fol-
lowed by a layer of pressure-sensitive ink. Adhesive is then 
used to laminate the two layers of substrate together to form 
the force sensor. The silver circle on top of the pressure-
sensitive ink defines the active sensing area. Silver extends 
from the sensing area to the connectors at the other end of the 
sensor, forming the conductive leads. Sensors are terminated 
with male square pins, allowing them to be easily incorpo-
rated into a circuit. The two outer pins of the connector are 
active and the centre pin is inactive. The single element force 
sensor acts as a force-sensing resistor in an electrical circuit. 
When the force sensor is unloaded, its resistance is very high. 
When a force is applied to the sensor, this resistance de-
creases. The resistance can be read by connecting a multime-

ter to the outer two pins, then applying a force to the sensing 
area. The conductance curve is linear, and therefore useful in 
calibration. 

Residing within the plastic handle is the data acquisition 
hardware with USB connection. This interface ensures opti-
mal performance by simple insertion of sensor. The electron-
ics adjust the device sensitivity to best fit the dynamic range 
of the specific application. This allows to "fine tune" the 
single element sensors for optimal performance. Calibration 
procedures can deliver accuracies of + 5% up to + 3% fol-
lowing more controlled procedures. The electronics provide 
high quality signals at distances of up to 30 feet from the PC. 
Wireless architecture enables computer to capture and store 
force data wirelessly from distances of up to 200 feet. This 
solution offers greater flexibility in present application. 

Settings 

The most significant problem related to sensors setting con-
cerns the different shape of areas (Figure 8): sensitive surface 
is a circle (9.5 mm of diameter), while the bridge foot is a 
rectangle (typically 12.5 x 5 mm). In order to develop a low 
cost approach the option to require customized sensors, tai-
lored on particular surfaces it is not followed.  
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c = 2 R sin (α/2)  
As = 0.5 R2 [α-sin (α)] 
R = h + d 
d = R cos (α/2) 
Ae = 5 (9.5 – 2h) + 2 As 

In present application the correction factor is As / Ae = 1.53. 

Applying this correction to standard procedure of setting 
right and left feet are set as shown in Figure 10.   

 

       

Figure 10. Right and left setting, with calibration details 

During the setting of the sensors the known forces are applied 
with original pneumatic equipment able to load the sensor 
acting a pneumatic linear actuator: the air pressure is propor-
tional to the actual force generated. On these values the cor-
rection factor has been applied: good results are obtained, 
checked also following the classical procedure of violin tun-
ing. Correction factors can be evaluated for other geometries 
of bridges (violas, cellos...). 
 

DETECTION OF STATIC AND DYNAMIC 
FORCES 

Forces generated by the bridge on the soundboard are both 
static and dynamic. Static forces are related to the instrument 
tuning: in this phase the forces generated by strings tension-
ing increase from the undeformable condition; the resulting 
forces under right and left feet depend on the mechanical 
actions on the strings. As well known the tuning procedure 
requires progressive adjustments on tensioning.  

Static forces 

The proposed calibration method has been tested detecting 
these static forces: Figure 11 reports the time histories of 
forces under bridge feet (light grey line corresponding to 
right and dark grey line to left foot) during the complete tun-
ing of a violin.  

 

Figure 11. Forces distribution during the tuning phase 

Overall forces increase during the time showing bedding 
phases corresponding to temporary relaxations of the string 
submitted to tensioning. 

Dynamic forces  

Dynamic forces induced by the bridge on the soundboard are 
related to strings playing. In this phase a correct setting of 
sensors is fundamental to detect reliable measurement of 
dynamic forces generated in the contact between bridge feet 
and soundboard.  

Dynamic actions depend on the attack imposed to the player. 
Different playing techniques can be followed (pizzicato, vi-
brato…) and several methods of attack with the bow can be 
applied (detaché, martelé, collé, spiccato and legato). In 
order to investigate on the actual forces generated unde dif-
ferent paying conditions a violin is equipped with two sen-
sors (one for each foot) and played on different attacks. An 
example of results are shown in Figure 12, reporting the time 
histories of left and right forces playing A string in pizzicato (  
light grey line corresponding to right foot and dark grey line 
to left foot), sampled to 4 µs. 

 

Figure 12. Forces time histories on A stringT (pizzicato) 

 

Figure 13. Forces at right foot 

This test has been repeated for different played notes and in 
different attack conditions. Synthesis of results are collected 
hereafter: Figures 13 and 14 reports respectively minimum 
vs. maximum forces detected at right and left feet playing 
notes A, D, E and G under four different attacks: continuo 
(1), saltato (2), strappato (3) and pizzicato (4). 

 

Figure 14. Forces at the left foot 
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The knowledge of theses forces is significant also to investi-
gate on the friction forces generated in the contact. The de-
tected forces act along the normal to the contact surface: 
friction forces can be evaluated as function of the friction 
factor depending on the soundboard and bridge materials. 

 

ACOUSTIC RESPONSES 

In parallel to the forces detection the sound generated by each 
played string is recorded. The purpose of this measurement is 
to attempt correlations between forces generated in the in-
strument and the corresponding acoustic level. Time histories 
of the acoustic level for different notes and attacks are col-
lected in Table 1. 

Maximum forces are compared to maximum acoustic levels: 
for A, G, D and E notes correlations expressed by 4th order 
polynomial curves are reported in Figure 15. 

  

 

Figure 15. Maximum forces vs. maximum acoustic signal 
(attack saltato) 

Significant differences have been detected between G-string 
and A, D and E strings.   

 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

An experimental approach attempting to correlate forces in 
the bridge-soundboard contact and generated sound is im-
plemented. Static and dynamic forces generated during play-
ing phase have been monitored: non-invasive micro-sensors 
allow the detection.  

Force monitoring seems to be a useful tool not only for the 
instrument construction but also for testing in restoration and 
maintenance phases. Particular interesting seems the applica-
tion on theoretical studies and experimental tests related to 
the historical transformation of the violins family, through 
comparative evaluations based on modal analyses, acoustic 
responses and tests on persistence of the sound. The same 
violin, mounted with metallic strings and modern assembling 
or with gut string and modern or baroque assembling, is in-
strumented and tested from structural and acoustic points of 
view. The influence of different kinds of bridges and of dif-
ferent tilt angles of the string on modern and baroque assem-
bling is subjects of analysis. 

Relationships between forces and acoustic sound levels have 
been focused. Further developments will be oriented to test 
the influence of different types of metallic strings. 

Table 1. Acoustic responses 
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